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ABSTRACT
This dissertation introduces a new philosophy, The Faith Web, as a method to validate
relationships and provide reciprocal social capital between people for the sake of building
Christian community, support, and formation. Section 1 describes the ideals of Christian
community and examines the ways these ideals are not realized. Special attention is paid
to relationship voids caused by death, divorce, fatherlessness, and absenteeism of parents.
Section 2 examines the communal life of ancient Israel and the present day community
that occurs in Computer Mediated Communication (CMC) and Social Networking Sites
(SNS). This juxtaposition draws upon the strength of both approaches of community.
Section 3 argues for the leveraging of the networked relationships inherent within a local
congregation and to expand and strengthen these connections. Establishing The Faith
Web draws upon Joseph Myers’ work on belonging and Paul Baran’s work that led to the
birth of the Internet. Intentional faith webbing will lead to the growth of social capital in
the lives of youth, children, and adults. Sections 4 and 5 describe the creation of a Social
Media website, thefaithweb.org, that provides a space for faith webbing to take place in a
digital medium. This dissertation aims to show that spiritual formation and discipleship
occur most authentically in community and that The Faith Web is an effective way to
enhance community, generate a sense of belonging, and mitigate relationship voids.
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SECTION 1: THE PROBLEM

INTRODUCTION
Sarah is a 9th grade student who, with her 7th grade brother Jimmy, is forced to
move from South Dakota to Ohio due to the death of her parents. The children’s entire
world is turned upside down as they leave everyone and everything behind to go and live
with the only family they have left, their aunt and uncle. They know no one in this new
town and have only met their aunt and uncle once previously. Aunt Susan and Uncle Jack
are now the guardians of two children who have no support system, have been through
crisis, and are now facing a life changing transition. This relationship void has left a
crater in their lives and they have been uprooted from their place of belonging.
Aunt Susan speaks to her pastor to make him aware of the situation and to seek
help from her church family. But there is no framework to assist in supporting this new
family. Pastor David feels a deep calling to leverage the cloud of witnesses to surround
this new family but doesn’t know how to make it happen. Even as he introduces these
two youth to their Sunday School teachers he feels painfully inadequate to rally the saints
to meet their needs. He feels a strong sense that more could be done. He walks away
knowing there are folks in the congregation who can help, but worship starts in five
minutes, and he needs to run through his sermon notes one more time.
The needs and the challenges that are ahead for Sarah and Jimmy, as well as
Susan and Jack, are steep. Their situation highlights and shows an extreme case of a
relationship void and isolation. While I have witnessed this extreme case, I'm convinced
that a framework that can support this new family can offer value to others as well. The
1

2
local congregation is well positioned to enter into situations like Sarah’s and Jimmy's, as
well as those less extreme, to fill the void and instill a sense of belonging.
This dissertation will focus on combatting these relationship voids and the
accompanying sense of isolation by empowering a web of connections, a Faith Web. The
Faith Web is a social media add-on that validates relationships and provides reciprocal
social capital between people for the sake of building community support and formation.
It is an approach designed to fill the gaps in life, instill a sense of belonging within
people, and strengthen the bonds of community. The Faith Web is about being with each
other in a real, practical, and faithful way. “The strength of the church is not the strength
of its institutions but the authenticity of its withness (sic).”1 “Withness” is Leonard
Sweet’s way of describing “indispensable relationships.” 2
The Faith Web is a new way to be with one another. It seeks to identify the voids
that exist in someone’s life and fill those voids with faithful followers of Jesus.
Furthermore, the Faith Web provides an effective way to create a sense of belonging for
those who are engaged in this intentional network. Lutheran theologian Dietrich
Bonhoeffer emphatically declares that these connections are because of Jesus. “Whether
it be a brief, single encounter or the daily fellowship of years, Christian community is
only this. We belong to one another only through and in Jesus Christ.”3 We belong

1

Leonard I. Sweet and Frank Viola, Jesus: A Theography, Advanced Reader Edition (Nashville,
TN: Thomas Nelson, 2012), 156; Sweet, 11, 20. This quote is a combination of two lines from these two
books, Utilizing the ‘withness’ concept from 11 and inserting it in the place of ‘witness’ in the quote from
‘Jesus.’
2

3

Sweet, 11, 20.

Dietrich Bonhoeffer and John W. Doberstein, Life Together (San Francisco:
HarperSanFrancisco, 1993), 21.
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together—and Jesus is the bond that unites us. The Faith Web seeks to capitalize on these
webs of faithful friends and leverage them for the sake of wholeness, well-being, and the
Kingdom of God. But first, the problems must be further unpacked.

COMMUNITY: CALLING AND FAILINGS
Being created in the image of God, people are built for community. This
community is formed and founded in the communion of the Holy Trinity: Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit. Our DNA, imprinted with the image of God, necessitates and facilitates
community. “‘Built’ is the very word the Scriptures use in connection with Eve: ‘He built
the rib into a woman.’… So too St. Paul speaks of ‘building up the body of Christ.’
Which is his church.”4 As Eve was “built,” so too is the church, the people of God. Our
heavenly Architect has engineered us for community, for communion with the Triune
God and with one another. Community is built into us on a personal level. And yet we
fail to live faithfully to the communal identity that is placed within us. We have failed to
develop a communal narrative. The core to understanding faith webs is exploring
community: both its potentials and its shortcomings. The focus of this section is to briefly
examine the problems that exist within community and highlight current challenges that
exist in families. Ultimately, the goal is to show ways that the body of Christ, and more
specifically the Faith Web, can mitigate the relationship voids that exist in one’s life,
instill a sense of belonging in people as they relate, and strengthen community.

4

Roy J. Deferrari and Thomas P. Halton, eds., The Fathers of the Church: A New Translation
(Washington, D.C.: The Catholic University of America Press, 1948), 52:15. Quoted in Andrew Louth and
Marco Conti, eds. “Genesis 1-11,” vol. 1 in Ancient Christian Commentary on Scripture, ed. Thomas Oden,
(Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2001), 70.
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The body of Christ is the Church. Martin Luther, in his Small Catechism, describes
what it means to be a community made of individuals:
I believe that I cannot by my own reason or strength believe in Jesus Christ, my
Lord, or come to Him; but the Holy Ghost has called me by the Gospel,
enlightened me with His gifts, sanctified and kept me in the true faith; even as He
calls, gathers, enlightens, and sanctifies the whole Christian Church on earth, and
keeps it with Jesus Christ in the one true faith.5
We are individuals called into communion with Jesus Christ—and in that call we are
yoked to one another as well. We are no longer individuals. I become part of we. And this
is the work of the Holy Spirit.
In the Lutheran tradition, the rite of Holy Baptism signifies the entrance into the
church and the Body of Christ. Among many theological truths, baptism is a communal
endeavor. During the sacrament, the congregation pledges support and prayer:
LEADER. People of God, do you promise to support (this newly baptized person)
and pray for her in her new life in Christ?
CONGREGATION. We do.6
Again, the congregation participates as it welcomes the newly baptized at the end of the
rite,
LEADER. Through Baptism God has made these new sisters and brothers
members of the priesthood we all share in Christ Jesus, that we may proclaim
the praise of God and bear his creative and redeeming Word to all the world.
CONGREGATION. We welcome you into the Lord’s family. We receive you as
fellow members of the body of Christ, children of the same heavenly Father,
and workers with us in the kingdom of God.7

5

Martin Luther, "The Small Catechism," trans. Charles P. Arand, in The Book of Concord: The
Confessions of the Evangelical Lutheran Church, eds. Robert Kolb and Timothy J. Wengert (Minneapolis:
Fortress Press, 2000), 355-356.
6

Evangelical Lutheran Worship. (Minneapolis, MN: Augsburg Fortress, 2006), 228.

7

Lutheran Book of Worship (Minneapolis: Augsburg Pub. House, 1978), 124-125.
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This is no small thing. It places faith and life at the center of the religious community,
argues that faith outside of the community is something less than faith, and pledges
mutual support, care, and concern for one another. As Leonard Sweet points out, “In fact,
it is not ‘I think, therefore I am’ (ala Descartes). It is ‘I’m with, therefore I am.’ Or more
precisely, ‘We are, therefore I am.’”8 What would it look like if a person’s core identity
was formed, not out of individuality, but out of community? An 18-year-old Sioux
lacrosse player was interviewed and asked to share a brief description of himself. His
autobiography began 200 years ago as he told the story of his tribe. It was clear that his
identity only made sense in the context of his tribe.9 In the same way, it is important to
investigate the community in the history of the people of God.
Joseph Allen writes, “When all the information is in, when all the studying is
completed, the discovery is quite a fundamental one: community is the forum where
Christian people live and practice faith.”10 We live and grow in community and it is from
this community that we embrace and interact with the world. Robert Bryant puts it this
way: “For Paul, life in Christ means participating in the life of the community of faith,
the church; thus, an independent Christian is an oxymoron.”11 And yet, this oxymoronic
Christianity is the primary growing contingent of the faithful. Referring to the 2008
Religious Landscape Survey Study conducted by Pew Forum on Religion and Public
Life, Reggie McNeal writes:
8

Leonard I. Sweet, 11 Indispensable Relationships You Can't Be Without (Colorado Springs, CO:
David C. Cook, 2008), 21.
9

Patrick S. Hurley, interview by author, Columbus, Ohio, September 18, 2012.
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Joseph J. Allen, “Renewal of the Christian Community: A Challenge for the Pastoral Ministry,”
St Vladimir’s Theological Quarterly 29, no. 4 (1985): 305.
11

Robert A. Bryant, “Romans 12:1-8,” Interpretation 58, no. 3 (July 2004): 289.
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One of the more instructive findings in the study, from my point of view, is that
25 percent of all adults under age thirty are now in the unaffiliated category.
While only one-fourth of the religiously unaffiliated classify themselves as
atheists or agnostic (1.6 and 2.4 percent, respectively), half of the other
respondents in this category say that religion is important or very important in
their lives. Clearly, the move away from affiliation is not a move away from God.
It does signal a disaffection for the institutional church that is changing the
spiritual landscape drastically—and quickly.12
Despite this growing trend, we cannot be the people of God in the singular—it
must be plural. People are wired this way because the image of God, in which all of us
are knit, is an embodiment of community. The Trinity is communal—therefore, the
worshippers of the Triune God must be communal. “The biblical designation of what it
means to be the people of God is always plural. It implies and insists on community. This
again reflects the very nature of God, who exists in perfect community as a Trinity.”13 In
other words, following Jesus makes no sense apart from the community of faith, the Body
of Christ.
The witness of scripture and the heritage of the Israelites and the early church
show that faith is personal but it must not be private. It cannot be separated nor isolated
from the community. A joint document between Lutherans and Catholics expands, “I am
always able to believe only because there is a we, a community of believers, in which I
received the faith; the faith of the community, however, is sustained by the faith of the
many individuals, who were called by God into community. Faith and community belong
together in the most intimate sense.”14 It is from this community that an individual’s

12

Reggie McNeal, Missional, 429.

13

Ibid., 602.

14

Michael Root, Mark W. Jeske, and Daniel R. Smith, trans., Communio Sanctorum: The Church
as the Communion of Saints (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 2005), 1-2.
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identity is forged. And it is for this community—and those who are not yet a part of it—
that individuals grow, love, and serve.
And yet, in the United States, the demographic of people who describe themselves
as “spiritual, but not religious” continues to grow. In this culture it is even more
important for the church to explore ways to pass on the faith to the next generation. For
instance, Jiexia Zhai worries that divorce, and the voids it creates, is a contributing factor
to this growing demographic. “The loose guidance and poor spiritual role modeling might
lead children of divorce to rely on their own conscience and moral judgments, rather than
on family or religious authority figures.”15 There are countless reasons and theories for
the growth of the “spiritual but not religious” demographic, but it is notable that divorce
may be one of the factors.
Dr. Larry Yoder expands on the challenge of the “spiritual, but not religious”
epidemic that faces our culture. He argues that the culture has moved beyond an
antinomian approach to the law. Our society now operates from an auto-nomian
approach. That is, “I determine the law.” It is the highest elevation of the individual over
and against the community when society loses its collective identity16 and importance.
This “valorization of individual conscience”17 above community and institutions has
manifested itself within the church as well. Developing individuals and personal salvation

15

Jiexia E. Zhai et al., "‘Spiritual, but Not Religious’: The Impact of Parental Divorce on the
Religious and Spiritual Identities of Young Adults in the United States," Review of Religious Research 49,
no. 4 (2008): 383.
16

Larry Yoder, "Applying the Law/Gospel Distinction in Preaching and Worship" (reading,
Theological Conference: Preaching and Teaching the Gospel of God, Calvary Lutheran Church, Golden
Valley, MN, August 16, 2012).
17

Zhai et al., 381.
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apart from the community has become the focus for many, thereby replacing the
development of community, and even family.18

THE SHIFTING FAMILY
The biblical witness and the history of Israel and the early church portray a
theologically grounded and sociologically effective foundation for community that
radiates from the family outward. “It is recognized by professionals, such as counselors
and clergy, and laity alike that the family is one of the most important—if not the most
important—mainstays of our society.”19 We are, however, born children of a fallen world
that is ravaged by sin and brokenness.
Relationships and families are not immune to this upheaval—in fact they are often
the locus of it. As such, there is a disconnect between the biblical vision of community
and the one in which we live. The same divide is evident between the vision of the family
unit and that which is lived out under our homes. Relationship voids have the potential to
be destructive in anyone's life, especially those who are in the developmental stages of
childhood and adolescence. While peers and friendships are crucial to this development,
the relationship voids that have the most potential to cause irreparable damage are those
within the family unit. Therefore, it is important to briefly address the significant shifts
that have and are taking place in the definition of family, its stability, and its place in
society today.

18

Jarrod Michael, "Household Approach to Ministry: Rebuilding the Foundations of Family, Faith
and Minisry" (Diss., Denver Seminary, 2008), 43.
19

Stanley E. Porter, "Family in the Epistles," in Family in the Bible: Exploring Customs, Culture,
and Context, eds. Richard S. Hess and M. Daniel Carroll (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2003), 148.
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Dietrich Bonhoeffer provides this biblically grounded understanding of the role of
marriage for a couple on their wedding day. It offers an important teaching that stands in
stark contrast to the way many view marriage today.
Marriage is more than your love for each other. It has a higher dignity and power,
for it is God’s holy ordinance, through which he wills to perpetuate the human
race till the end of time. In your love you see only your two selves in the world,
but in marriage you are a link in the chain of the generations, which God causes to
come and to pass away to his glory, and calls into his kingdom. In your love you
see only the heaven of your own happiness, but in marriage you are placed at a
post of responsibility towards the world and mankind. Your love is your own
private possession, but marriage is more than something personal—it is a status
and office… Love comes from you, but marriage from above, from God. As high
as God is above man, so high are the sanctity, the rights and the promise of love.
It is not your love that sustains the marriage, but from now on, the marriage that
sustains your love.20
Bonhoeffer views marriage as an office with vital significant going beyond serving the
love interest of husbands and wives. It is a building block for all of society, providing
stability in an unstable world, and providing “a link in the chain of the generations.”
Sadly, marriage means something altogether different in the eyes of most in today’s
society.
Robert Benne describes the value that shapes much of the shifting viewpoints in
America today as utilitarian individualism. He writes, “Utilitarian individualism is a
disciplined way of life that focuses on the success of the individual… all other things—
personal relations, memberships, knowledge, skills—are instruments in the drive to
success.”21 The success of the individual has become a driving value for many, and it
exhibits itself in marriage as well. "Marriage becomes an instrument of personal
20

Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Letters and Papers from Prison: New Greatly Enlarged Edition, ed. E.
Bethge (New York: Macmillan, 1972), 42-43.
21

Robert Benne, Ordinary Saints: An Introduction to the Christian Life (Philadelphia: Fortress
Press, 1988), 8.
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happiness and success. The arrangement is useful as long as it gives the participant what
he or she wants from it. But when the reciprocal benefits begin to break down, the
agreement is called off.”22 Divorce rates confirm this shift, as well as cohabiting couples
who do not enter into the formal married relationship at all.
Chap Clark, in his book that investigates the world of today’s teenagers, shares
that this change in marital practice has necessitated a change in the way family is defined.
“The definition of family (has been) radically altered from the long-held definition of
‘two or more persons related by birth, marriage or adoption who reside in the same
household’ to the current definition of a free-flowing, organic ‘commitment’ between
people who love each other.”23 This is a far cry from Bonhoeffer’s teaching on marriage
and it has consequences that are significant. When family becomes a relationship that is
entered and exited with ease, a wake of pain, identity struggle, and depression follows.
Maggie Gallagher argues that this change in the definition of family is lacking
because it fails to bond father to child with the same strength as the traditional definition
of marriage.
Marriage is the vehicle by which, throughout history, society creates ties between
men and their children. The current fumbling that attempts to produce these ties
outside of marriage is without precedent and unlikely to succeed for the simple
reasons that marriage and parenting are not, as the experts have imagined, job
labels that can be transferred from one employee to the next as personnel shift.24

22

Ibid., 132.

23

Chap Clark, Hurt 2.0: Inside the World of Today's Teenagers (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker
Academic, 2011), 16.
24

Maggie Gallagher, "Father Hunger," in Lost Fathers: The Politics of Fatherlessness in America
(New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1998), 178.
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While Gallagher begins to peel back the struggle of fatherlessness (a relationship void
explored in detailed on page 25) it is important to note that the shifting understanding of
family and marriage is partly responsible for this void.
As society continues to move away from the practice of marriage as a covenant
community, voids and gaps in relationships will continue to be created. And while the
adults who enter and exit such intimate relationships are not unscarred, the bulk of the
weight of these voids rests upon the children and youth that are in the middle of such
turnstiles and turmoil. "Virtually every theory and scholar of human development
recognizes the importance of a stable familial environment on the developmental health
of a child and adolescent.”25 Fatherlessness is a void that is often created when children
are born outside of wedlock, in the aftermath of divorce, or by absenteeism on the part of
the biological father. Divorce creates a void as well that goes beyond fatherlessness.
Before further unpacking these relationship voids, it is important to recognize
another voice in the mater of family stability.
For I have come to set a man against his father, and a daughter against her mother,
and a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law; and one’s foes will be members
of one's own household. Whoever loves father or mother more than me is not
worthy of me; and whoever loves son or daughter more than me is not worthy of
me; and whoever does not take up the cross and follow me is not worthy of me.26
Jesus is pretty clear that family relationships take a back seat to discipleship and
following Him. Familial identity is not the most important identity. This reality must be
held in tension within the discussion of family, relationship voids, and creating a
community that is bound together. Being a follower of Christ is our first calling in the life

25

Clark, 15.

26

Matthew 10:35-38 NRSV.
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of faith. It is easy to distort this as we substitute good relationships for the best
relationship. The marketing strategy of The River, a Christian radio station in Columbus,
Ohio, promises to be family friendly and kid safe.27 According to Jesus, following Him is
not family friendly or kid safe.
Later in Matthew, Jesus is talking to a group while His mother and brothers are
outside. He is told they want to speak with him. His answer is, "'Who is my mother, and
who are my brothers?' And pointing to his disciples, he said, 'Here are my mother and my
brothers! For whoever does the will of my Father in heaven is my brother and sister and
my mother.'"28 "The family relationship is exactly the connection that Jesus calls into
question."29 Pope Benedict explains how this/these teachings of Jesus can be justified
with the 4th commandment, "Honor your father and mother."30
Communion with (Jesus) is filial communion with the Father--it is a yes to the
fourth commandment on a new level, the highest level. It is entry into the family
of those who call God Father and who can do so because they belong to a 'we'-formed of those who are united with Jesus and, by listening to him, united with
the will of the Father, thereby attaining to the heart of the obedience intended by
the Torah.31
These challenging passages of Jesus regarding family provide the basis for The
Faith Web. In following Jesus, the bloodlines of family are blurred and we become
brothers and sisters of one another as children of God. The voids that exist in our earthly
families are still prevalent in our lives; the pain they cause still stings. All the more

27

http://www.1049theriver.com, accessed August 29, 2013.

28

Matthew 12:46-50.

29

Pope Benedict, Jesus of Nazareth. (New York: Doubleday, 2007), 113.

30

Exodus 20:12 NRSV.

31

Benedict, 117.
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reason for us to come to one another's aide to mitigate the damage caused by these voids,
support one another, and provide a place of belonging within the body of Christ.

THE VOID OF DIVORCE
The National September 11 Memorial and Museum is located on the site where
the Twin Towers once stood. The memorial is an impressive structure. More accurately,
it is a void. There is an absence in this memorial. Two reflective pools and waterfalls are
the primary feature of the memorial. The water falls into the footprints where the
buildings once stood and the pool escapes into a deeper void in the middle of each pool.
The voids are a powerful reminder of what once stood there. This is what voids are. They
are an absence where something substantial once rested. Each of us endures relational
voids as well. A hole is left where a family member once lived. In some instances, this
family member filled a healthy and faithful role in relational life. In others, the absence of
the family member may be a reprieve from oppression and/or abuse. In either case, a void
is left. There are many causes to relationship voids. Divorce, Death, and Fatherlessness
will be addressed in the following pages. First, the void of divorce will be addressed.
Due to the shifting understanding of family and marriage "We moved from a
culture with a divorce rate that affected 2 percent of the married population in 1940
(264,000) to a society in which 43 percent of first-time marriages end in separation or
divorce within fifteen years, as of 2002."32 Divorce affects about 40 % of Americans
under age 21 today.33 Statistics show us that rising divorce rates are not slowing down.
32

Clark, 16.

33

Andrew Root, "Fading from the Family Portrait," Christianity Today 56, no. 7 (July/August

2012): 73.
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Divorce is a particular type of relationship void for children; it is the elimination
of the community that brought the child into being. As such, "Divorce leaves an indelible
mark on children, and such a mark that it strikes those who experience it at an ontological
level, at the level of their being."34 Andrew Root, speaking in the voice of a child of
divorce, shares:
I existed only because my mother and father had become one, creating me out of
the abundance of their covenant community…If I was through their union, who
could I be in their division? If I was because of their coming together, who would
I be if they nullified the community that gave me life? Could I be at all?35
The void created in divorce is deeper than two people who no longer choose to live in
the same house. Divorce causes a break in community and its aftershocks reverberate into
the lives of children for years, sometimes lifetimes.
This ontological understanding of the effect of divorce offers a different
understanding of the damage done by this void. And, taken seriously, the struggles are
not easily overcome, if at all.
Divorce is more than an issue of social capital36 or simple psychology (like self
esteem), for we are more than our place in the structures and knowledge of
society. Even if young people preserve their social capital and understand why
their parents split up and what the divorce means, it still leaves a mark that cannot
be erased by retained social capital or correct knowledge. And these are marks
that last well beyond the age of custody, for divorce is ontological.37
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Bearing this in mind is essential to activating the Faith Web. The Faith Web is an
investment of social capital. As Root shares, it cannot overcome the ontological struggle
of identity that is apparent in divorce. However, social capital can speak into identity
struggles by anchoring self-understanding in the Imago Dei. Theologian Karl Barth
provided a shift in the understanding of the Imago Dei from pertaining to the essence that
makes humans human to a relational understanding. Daniel Price explains:
Barth proposes a major paradigm shift in theological anthropology: one from
seeing the human being as an individual defined by innate faculties to seeing the
person as a dynamic-interpersonal agent whose faculties arise only as they exist in
relations to others…Barth interpreted the Imago Dei as being in relationship to
God.38
Relationship is at the core of the Imago Dei; our relationship with God and with one
another. As the relationship between parents and within the family is fractured, the
children and adolescents suffer from a fractured relationship with self as well. The void
of divorce lands squarely in the loss of identity of children of divorce.
The sobering reality is that divorce numbers are on the rise. Conflict within
marriages and cohabiting parents have always been a reality. However, the ease with
which historical commitments of marriage are abandoned is alarming.
The reshaped definition of family has been used to affirm and legitimize even the
most casual of liaisons, and this change represents a monumental shift in social
history. The adolescent is left to discern how to handle the conflicting messages
related to home, stable relationships, and internal security—all while trying to
figure out how to survive lengthened adolescence. This only adds to the aloneness
most young people feel.39
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Clark's work addresses the systemic abandonment that is felt within adolescence. This
abandonment goes far beyond the betrayal experienced in divorce, but divorce is a major
player in this sense of abandonment. While Clark does not use the word "ontological" in
his work, his argument is congruent with Root's.
Clark also shares some of the dangers that occur when undue focus and attention
is placed upon parents, their struggles, and concerns that are inevitably present leading up
to, during, and after divorce hearings. He writes:
The postmodern family is often so concerned about the needs, struggles, and
issues of parents that the emotional and developmental needs of the children go
largely unmet. Add to this trend the rarity of extended family available to the vast
majority of adolescents, the deemphasizing of the importance of marriage, and the
lack of healthy relationships with adults as friends and mentors, and it is easy to
see why today's adolescent faces an internal crisis of unprecedented scope.40
Given this unbalanced focus on parental problems "parents are more likely to rely on a
limited (or misguided) perception of their children's maturity, which in turn leads parents
to depend on their adolescent children for guidance and support--a circumstance that
greatly increases the pressure on adolescents."41 Undue weight is thrust upon shoulders
that are not yet mature enough to bear the complex struggles and problems of the adult
world.
The crisis of ontological identity and the struggles that arise in the wake of
divorce bear real significance in the lives of children and adolescents. Scientific evidence
shows statistically significant scores regarding the overall well being of children of
divorce:
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… [T]wo-thirds of the studies found that children with divorced parents had lower
reported levels of well being than children from intact homes. Children from
divorced families scored about one-fifth to one-eighth of a standard deviation
below children from intact families. Using results from over 13,000 children,
Amato and Keith concluded that children of divorce experienced a lower level of
well being than did children of intact homes.42
In other words, the emotional stress of children of divorce is significant enough to
children that their well being is adversely affected.
David Elkind combines the shifting realities of family in society today with the
ontological challenges that Root identifies in this insightful statement.
Identity formation requires a kind of envelope of adult standards, values, and
beliefs that the adolescent can confront and challenge in order to construct and
test out her own standards, values, and beliefs…. Today, however, adults have
fewer standards, values, and beliefs and hold on to them less firmly than was true
in the past. The adolescent must therefore struggle to find an identity without the
benefit of this supportive adult envelope.43
How can the church come along side of these vulnerable adolescents with an
envelope of love, standards, beliefs, and values to assist in the forming and reforming of
identity? If this doesn't happen, adolescents may never grow out of a life of depression
marked by trust issues.
“Retrospective Meaning-Making in Adulthood” is an article that addresses these
concerns. The authors interviewed adults who, as adolescents, endured the divorce of
their parents. “Results revealed that 70% reported depression in their adult lives and
attributed the depression to early feelings of being unloved by one parent. Further, 16
participants spoke about their difficulty trusting themselves or others and attributed this
42
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to the parental divorce experience.”44 The church cannot replace parents. However, it can
help mitigate the negative effects of divorce and work to reduce the long-term damage
divorce has been shown to cause. Knabb et al. unpack this hope:
Numerous participants mentioned church mentors as helping them during the
divorce years. Whether it was through prayer, counsel, or simply someone to talk
to, these mentors helped the participants through this volatile time. One
participant, when remembering a church mentor stated, ‘I remember that he sat
with me and prayed with me. [He told me he had faith that, whether it was
through that experience [with him], an [experience with an] older Christian male,
or something that happened, God would put someone in my life [who] would
teach me and allow me to know what a father figure is [in order to] relate to Him
and relate to men in general. I wouldn’t always have that empty void. God would,
whether it [was] through [a] person or [an] experience, put someone there.45
The heart of the Body of Christ is learning to be intentional about relationships and
connecting those who are hurting with those who are ready to offer love and support.

THE VOID OF FATHERLESSNESS
The epidemic of fatherlessness is an ever growing void in the lives of children and
youth in the United States. Any circumstance that prevents children from having a
present, engaged, and adequate father in the home causes fatherlessness. Divorce, death,
absenteeism, and voluntary abandonment are the primary ways children become orphans.
And fatherlessness is on the rise. David Blankenhorn puts this void in perspective.
A generation ago, an American child could reasonably expect to grow up with his
or her father. Today, an American child can reasonably expect not to…Tonight,
about 40 percent of American children will go to sleep in homes in which their
fathers do not live. Before they reach the age of eighteen, more than half of our
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nation’s children are likely to spend at least a significant portion of their
childhoods living apart from their fathers.46
Fatherlessness is not a new reality but it does bring a unique set of challenges and
problems that are difficult to overcome. Also, the shifting nature of the adolescent world
only exacerbates these challenges.
In a 1932 issue of Parent's Magazine, Mary Elisabeth Overhold wrote about a
pervasive problem she identified as a cause for many of America's social struggles.
This is a generation of women raised youth… [W]ith few fathers in the homes,
with most teachers women, men are having little to say in regard to the making of
the ideals of the coming generations….And so the orphaned youth of today
muddle on….That it takes years of unguided experience to teach the lessons
fathers might have given during the years of childhood is a tragic but undisputed
fact. Perhaps the answer to the frequent question, “What’s wrong with modern
youth?” is simply, “It is fatherless.”47
For Overhold, the problem of fatherlessness is not new. It has, however, taken a different
shape due to the changing causes of fatherlessness.
One of the results of the shifting understanding of family, as discussed above, is
the shift in the ways youth become fatherless. "This is the first generation of American
kids who must face not the sad loss of death but the brutal knowledge that other things
are far more important to their fathers than they are."48 She, and others, refer to this
longing of children for their fathers as "father hunger." Robert McGee defines Father
Hunger as "Emptiness, a gnawing deep within one's spirit and a continual craving to
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experience love from one's father."49 Gallagher expresses the unique father hunger that
male adolescents struggle with in the face of fatherlessness. "For a boy especially, it’s the
raw, persistent, desperate hunger for dependable male love, and an image of maleness
that is not at odds with love; Father hunger.”50
The consequences of fatherlessness and the cost of father hunger are well
documented. Many point to it as one of the major concerns facing American society
today.51
The decline of fatherhood is a major force behind many of the most disturbing
problems that plague American society: crime and juvenile delinquency;
premature sexuality and out of wedlock births to teenagers; deteriorating
educational achievement; depression, substance abuse, and alienation among
adolescents; and the growing number of women and children in poverty.52
Certainly these problems exist within intact homes; no one argues they don't. However,
the growing trend of fatherlessness increases the likelihood of these problems. “When a
father is present in the home, he has the opportunity to help shape and develop his child’s
life in an up-close and personal way….When the father is absent, this natural platform for
training is missing.”53
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Bearing all this in mind, let us turn our attention to the variety of ways
fatherlessness occurs in society today.

FATHERLESSNESS AND DEATH
Today's youth are not the first to drink from the bitter cup of fatherlessness.
According to Popenoe, there was a time when fatherlessness was even more common
than it is today. For orphaned children in the early days of our country’s history "death
was to blame, not divorce and out-of wedlock births."54 And, while being orphaned by
death is not without significant struggles and pain, it does provide a different perspective
to fatherlessness than those who are orphaned by divorce or voluntary abandonment. "Of
the two, divorce is far more traumatic."55
Gallagher goes on to explain how fatherlessness due to death does not carry the
added weight of a "failure of love." Comparing death to divorce, she writes:
Their parents did not choose to leave them. Moreover, in death, unlike divorce,
the mother who remains still loves and admires their father. She usually even
idealizes him far more in death than in life. They may lose their father's flesh-andblood presence, but the story of their father--of the man who made them, loved
them, protected them--remains intact.56
Accordingly, children who are orphaned typically react differently than those who are
abandoned. "Children who are orphaned react by internalizing. They frequently withdraw
for a time, in grief, to mourn. Similarly, girls who lose a father to death often become shy
and reserved with members of the opposite sex…"57 Children of divorce react by
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externalizing and, girls especially often, "(launch) into precocious, sexualized relations
with males."58
It is easy to understand how orphaned children are at risk. However, evidence and
data shows that they are, perhaps surprisingly, less at risk than those who live a fatherless
life and yet "have fathers who are alive, well, and perfectly capable of shouldering the
responsibility of fatherhood."59 Popenoe goes on to say:
The children of divorce and never married mothers are less successful in life by
almost every measure than the children of widowed mothers. The replacement of
death by divorce as the prime cause of fatherlessness, then, is a monumental
setback in the history of childhood.60
Therefore, let us turn back to divorce and examine it through the lens of fatherlessness.

FATHERLESSNESS AND DIVORCE
Divorce brings a unique set of burdens to overcome for its children and society.
The ontological change and the identity struggle are, to be sure, significant aspects of
divorce's aftermath. The scope of these struggles, both personally and collectively, are
expanding. Mark Strong points out that “our culture embraces divorce. It’s almost easier
to get out of a marriage than it is to enter into one.”61
It is a fair critique to say that divorce does not create fatherlessness; it only
changes the dynamic of the father-child relationship. While there is a biological reality to
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this understanding, “my dad is still my dad even if he isn't married to my mom anymore,”
the transformation from "Mom and Dad" to “Mom. Dad.” is significant.
Few people realize how difficult it is to transplant the relationship from the rich
soil of family life to the impoverished ground of the visiting relationship. One of
the sad and surprising truths we are beginning to face is that unmarriage radically
alters the father-child relationship. The children almost always experience this
transformation as a profound loss.62
It is for this reason that scholars include the children of divorce under the umbrella of
fatherlessness. Popenoe speaks with this clarity: "In theory, divorce need not mean
disconnection. In reality, it often does."63
The change in relationship, even the change in proximity, is not at the heart of the
issue for children of divorce. The issue is not fatherlessness but father abandonment. It is
“not simply the absence of fathers in the home but the presence somewhere close by of a
father who does not seem to care."64 When the vehicle that bonds man to child is
removed (or never solidified in the first place) children are caught in the cross fire of
apathy, neglect, and indifference.
It should not surprise us, then, that it takes far longer for a child to recover from
divorce than his or her parents. Gallagher quotes Judith Wallerstein as saying, "'Adults
get over the divorce, but unlike adults, children's suffering doesn't reach a peak at
divorce.' Instead 'the impact of the divorce increases over time--throughout the first three
decades of life.'"65 Therefore, it behooves the church to come alongside the children of
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divorce in any way possible to mitigate, as best as she is able, the damage that is done in
divorce’s devastating aftermath.

SECTION 2: OTHER SOLUTIONS

INTRODUCTION
A desire for healthy community and connecting with others is not new. Countless
ways have been utilized through the ages to create, maintain, and sustain community.
This includes different ways to fill relationship voids and ensure that people are
connected together to overcome the vicissitudes of life that are inevitable. This section
will briefly address two specific ways people have sought to be together. First, this
section will examine the family structure of ancient Israel and its impact on communal
life. Second, this section will address the advent of the Internet and how the boom of
social media has ushered in a new era of the online community.

ANCIENT ISRAEL: FAMILY AND COMMUNITY
The witness of scripture and the heritage of the Israelites and the early church
show that faith is personal but it must not be private. Faith necessitates community. A
joint document between Lutherans and Catholics expands, “I am always able to believe
only because there is a we, a community of believers, in which I received the faith; the
faith of the community, however, is sustained by the faith of the many individuals, who
were called by God into community. Faith and community belong together in the most
intimate sense.”1 It is from this community that an individual’s identity is forged. And it
is for this community—and those who are not yet a part of it—that individuals grow,
love, and serve.
1
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The focus on community extends to our Israelite roots. For the Nation of Israel,
community was defined by four social structures that ordered their life together. These
community identifiers were: People, Tribe, Clan, and (Father).2 Within these distinctions,
it is important to note “the Israelites perceived themselves as one large extended kinship
group.”3 This understanding within the Israelites foreshadows the interconnectedness of
the Church. Within the Church there are different tribes, clans, and even family groups;
and yet there is a unity that exists (even if that unity is hidden under division).
Community does not mean we are all the same. It does mean we share a common interest
and heritage.4
Bearing the social structure of Ancient Israel in mind, it is within the “Clan” and
“Father” groups where life was lived5 and faith was formed in a daily capacity. The
patrimonial6 structure is different than a typical modern understanding of family or
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household. “The family living together usually consisted of an extended single-lineage
household, which included parents, children, grandparents, sons’ spouses and their
families, servants, slaves and foreign guests…. The average Canaanite family could
easily number between 50 and 100.”7 It is in this context and within this social structure
that “the Jews were to hand down from generation to generation the knowledge of the
Law of God as something precious for its own sake.”8 This is seen in various scripture
references including Deuteronomy 6:4-9 and Psalm 78:5-7. Faith formation took place in
the home but it was a very broad understanding of who constituted one’s family.
The biblical understanding of family and home does not coincide with the
Western notion. A better example is the open nature of family units in East Africa today.
Rev. Dawit Yohannes is a pastor in the Ethiopia Evangelical Church Mekane Yesus
(EECMY). In an interview, he shared that when the gospel is proclaimed to a youth of a
Muslim family, and the Gospel of Christ is received, his/her family disowns that youth.
Sharing the Gospel creates orphans. As such, the Mekane Yesus church and its members
adopt these children into their homes. Blood relatives and/or immediate family are rarely
the sole inhabits of an Ethiopian home. The church has found that to proclaim the hope of
Jesus the church has to be the hope of Jesus.9 Being the hope of Jesus means expanding
our understanding of family and investing in others—even to the point of welcoming a
non-family member into the home.
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God has been using the home since the beginning. It is at the core of God’s formula
to pass on the faith to future generations. “Teaching in the home was basic in the plan
God had for the education of His people. Children were a gift from God, and parents
were responsible to God for teaching them. … Parents were the child’s first teachers and
the home the fundamental educational institution throughout most of Jewish history.”10
This role of parent as teacher is further emphasized by Martin Luther. “For if we want
capable and qualified people for both the civil and the spiritual realms, we really must
spare no effort, time, and expense in teaching and educating our children to serve God
and the world.”11 It is also the motivation for his “Small Catechism,” a short handbook
meant to instruct parents how to teach the Christian faith to children.12
And the family/home became the focal place in the church of Acts as well. “From
our earliest evidence, the Christians regarded themselves as a new family, directly
descended from the family of Israel, but now transformed.”13 This is on display after
Pentecost in Acts 2:44-47 as the followers of Jesus gathered in their homes. The biblical
witness shows the centrality of the home for worship, formation, and education. It is
within the home that the faith was passed from generation to generation. Furthermore, the
title of ‘father’ was utilized within faith formation as well. Paul writes, “For though you
might have ten thousand guardians in Christ, you do not have many fathers. Indeed, in
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Christ Jesus I became your father through the gospel.”14 Luther defines these ‘spiritual
fathers’ as those who “govern and guide us by the Word of God.”15
Within the structure of the home, the Israelite people stood out compared to other
nations. “No nation has ever set the child in the midst more deliberately than the Jews
did… The Jew was sure that of all people the child was dearest to God.”16 Jesus
perpetuated this understanding in Matthew 19:13-15 and Mark 10:13-16. As such, the
child was not forgotten in the life of the family:
Ancient Israelite perceptions of family were grounded in the theological conviction
that all human beings are created as images of God and that our humanity is
expressed first and foremost in the context of community. No individual is an
island. Vertically, the lives of children were perceived as extensions of the lives of
their parents, and horizontally, they found their identity and security in society,
whose basic building block was the household.17

Because of this high view of children in Israelite culture, there is an ever-present focus on
raising children in the community and for the sake of the community. “Within the context
of the extended family, everyone bore responsibility for rearing the youngsters.”18 The
need for community involvement in raising children remains today.
The biblical witness and the history of Israel and the early church portray a
theologically grounded and sociologically effective foundation for community that
radiates from the family outward. “It is recognized by professionals, such as counselors
and clergy, and laity alike that the family is one of the most important—if not the most
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important—mainstays of our society.”19 We are, however, born children of a fallen world
ravaged by sin and brokenness. Relationships and communities, even within the church,
are not immune to this upheaval—in fact they are often the locus of it.

SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES, COMPUTER MEDIATED COMMUNICATION,
AND THE ONLINE COMMUNITY
Community looks different than it has in the past. As the triumph of the Internet
and the explosion of Social Networking Sites (SNS) continues, the locations where
communities gather is moving more and more online. It is here where people are finding
their belonging, filling emotional needs, and connecting with other people. Seeing these
online connections as community is a roadblock for some and it is second nature for
others. Leonard Sweet, in his book Viral, makes the designation between “Gutenbergers”
and “Googlers.” In the Googler world, relationships are king and community stretches
beyond face-to-face interactions. “Googlers are not as interested in proving a point as
they are in making connections. Trust me, 800 million-plus human beings from around
the world do not log on to Facebook so they can get into an argument. They do it to be
connected to other people.”20 With the advent of a googler culture and Social Networking
Sites such as Facebook and Twitter, community has found a new place to live. Nancy
Ammerman rebuttals Robert Putnam’s popular article from 1995 “Bowling Alone,” by
stating “Putnam is right to be concerned for the continued vitality of face-to-face
voluntary organizations. Our evidence would simply suggest that he should look more
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closely for the new spaces of sociability that may be replacing old ones.”21 Online
Community exists today and it meets some of the needs for connection. But as
community shifts to online interaction it is important to be reflective about the
complexities of SNS and Computer Mediated Communication (CMC).
In order to examine the complexities of community as impacted by SNS and
CMC a definition for community must be raised. McMillan and Chavis provide this
definition: “Sense of community is a feeling that members have of belonging, a feeling
that members matter to one another and to the group, and a shared faith that members'
needs will be met through their commitment to be together”22 The church is called to
more than this. We are called to care for those who are beyond our membership, welcome
those who are not among us, and meet the needs of all who are in need, not just our own.
But this sense of community is a key component of the body of Christ. If the church does
not embody this sense of community, we’ve turned Jesus into a moral teacher who we
ignore. Notice that this definition of community is void of location designations.
Dwight Friesen’s book, Thy Kingdom Connected, is about the interconnectedness
of the Kingdom of God. It reflects the potential of SNS as community and provides a
visual for mapping relationships and the far reaching expanse of community. One can
never be removed from other followers and, therefore, the decisions one makes have an
impact that reaches further than is easily seen.
Social networks are social structures made of nodes (generally individuals) that
are linked together with others, forming a complex web of relations. What is so
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exciting about this kind of network mapping is that as we visually demonstrate
our self-identity, we recognize that we cannot understand ourselves without the
larger web of others who give language, story, and shape to our existence. Within
a map of a social network, I see that I exist and am in community with God and
others.23
It is this “web of relations” that the church needs to capitalize on as it shifts
toward people development. The social network map that is implicitly expressed in SNS
(sometimes explicitly) is a strength of online community.
Facebook and other SNS are technological developments that enhance the ability
to relate with others. They provide easy and accessible channels for connections between
people. They have the ability to fill the voids of community and connection in their
‘always on’ nature. Connection, relationships, and belonging are only a click away. But
this can also fuel isolation and discontentment. This is an important reality that must be
faced as community is understood via these technological advances. “What is the cost?”
is a faithful question to ask. “The more participants report using Facebook, the more they
feel both relatedness need-satisfaction and relatedness need-dissatisfaction.”24 In other
words, people use Facebook a whole lot to connect with others—and it helps them feel
connected. But a side effect of Facebook is that the more one uses it the more
disconnected one feels. This is a troubling reality and is something that must be held in
tension as churches explore how social media can be an effective way to grow in Jesus.
As Shane Hipps explains, it is a question of intimacy. One of the struggles of the
Internet is it “has a natural bias towards exhibitionism and thus the erosion of real
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intimacy. There is nothing exclusive about it, yet it creates, paradoxically, a kind of
illusion of intimacy with people we’ve never met in person. This is the phenomenon of
anonymous intimacy—the feeling of a relationship, but one that hasn’t been, and likely
never will be, face to face.”25 The connection that SNS and CMC enable with ease, Hipps
argues, come with inherent risks. Is there a way to mitigate these risks while also
enhancing community by the many potential benefits of SNS and CMC?
The research on SNS and CMC and its effects on community is mixed. Some
researchers are cyber-optimists and some are cyber-pessimists. Both are right. Online
relationships and communities are like a mirror. They are very good at reflecting back the
user’s identity and persona. “As with other communication technologies, a useful starting
point may be to examine the role of personality traits and self-esteem on young people’s
SNS use.”26 This is to say that SNS and CMC have one primary variable—the user. And
each user brings a particular personality, psyche, self-image, and self-esteem to their use
of SNS and CMC. These factors affect the positive and negative aspects of online
communities and interactions.
One of the challenges SNS and CMC exhibit is raised by Campbell. “Questions
are still present about what kind of religious environment the Internet can support.
Concerns about the individualized and self-selecting nature of online relationships have
been noted. If religion is in its essence about relationship with the Divine and other
believers, then situating it in an environment that exalts individual focus and choice can
25
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be problematic.”27 The user and the church must address the individualistic and
narcissistic behaviors that are reflected, if not amplified, by SNS. For religious
environments to excel online, strong and intentional efforts must be raised to emphasize
community over individual.
One of the strengths of social media is its participatory nature. By design, SNSs
breed activity and engagement. People take ownership of their Facebook accounts and
connect with others in its space. “The general importance of actual involvement as
opposed to nominal membership, thus underscoring the transformative impact of
participation in voluntary organizations on individuals”28 is key. It makes a difference
when people take ownership and get involved; in issues of faith and issues of community.
Furthermore, if faith is an exercise in recognizing God’s control and releasing our
control and “my” control, there is an impact in the self-management nature of
maintaining a Facebook Timeline and web-page. Self-presentation is at the heart of SNS.
Cyber-psychologist Soraya Mehdizadeh explains, “Online environments enable
individuals to engage in a controlled setting where an ideal identity can be conveyed…
Social-networking Web pages are highly controlled environments that allow owners
complete power over self-presentations. Users can convey desirable information about
themselves…and can select attractive, self-promoting photographs.”29 In “Adolescents’
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Sense of Community on MySpace and Facebook,” Reich interviewed high school and
college students. She further explains the self-presentation aspect of SNS:
Although all participants acknowledged this desire for an attractive and favorable
portrayal of one’s self, there was concern that these representations were insincere
or not authentic. ‘I would say that everyone’s trying to put a little bit better than
they actually are, and there are definitely some people that take it too far’(college
female).30
One of the most prolific words in church culture today is “authentic.” “Control” and
“Authentic” are words on the opposite end of the spectrum. If there is a desire for
authenticity in Christian community, then how do the controlled self-presentation and
narcissistic aspects of CMC inform and/or erode authenticity among a community’s
members? The challenge is not a light one, but, with intentional effort, can be navigated.
Perhaps one of the more authentic aspects of SNS is the ever present potential to
share a momentary lapse in judgment, broadcast this error to the world, and learn to live
with the consequences. Social networking sites have the ability to provide transparency
and a window to see the sin in our lives. SNS can be a mirror that reflects an image to the
world. As shown above, this reflection may “provide an ideal environment for the
expression of the ‘hoped-for possible self,’”31 or it may reflect back a less than desirable
image. “In this sense, social media can act as a mirror reflecting intimate thoughts and
behaviors back to oneself as well as to others around the world. For an increasingly
Internet-savvy public, ‘images’ reflected by this social media mirror may prove very
important in sizing up not only the credentials, but also the character of professionals.”32
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This article was written as a warning of unintentional realities of SNS to medical
professionals, but the mirror metaphor is certainly not limited to the medical field.
There are undoubtedly many other pitfalls of SNS and CMC but there are many
positives regarding this still-new form of communication and relating. Internet use and
connecting with people on SNS through CMC attempts to meet the needs for integration
and social interaction. It aids in:
Identifying with others and gaining a sense of belonging; finding a basis for
conversation and social interaction; connecting the family, friends, and society;
and gaining insight into the circumstances of others…By making users feel
connected to a community and increasing their knowledge of other members, sites
such as Facebook can foster norms of reciprocity and trust and, therefore, create
opportunities for collective action.33
In other words, SNS such as Facebook can create social capital. Social Capital is, as
Powell and Clark define it, “that sense that there are at least a handful of adults who care
and are willing to pour themselves into their lives without a self-serving agenda.”34 There
are less age-specific definitions, but this resonates most clearly with a hope of what the
Faith Web will accomplish: the growth of social capital in the lives of youth, children,
and adults.
The Faith Web leverages the power of this social capital and extends it. By it,
encouragement and support isn’t days away, or even a phone call away—it is a post away
or an instant message away. The asynchronistic model of Facebook provides the
flexibility for conversations to be ongoing in the midst of lives being lived. Robert
Wuthnow names one of the advantages of faith communities as “social capital in the form
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of close friends and reassurance that one can depend on these friends during times of
illness, bereavement, or trouble.”35 Stephen Greggo argues that social capital from “faithbased support networks (is) easing suffering and creating evangelistic opportunities.”36
This isn’t a new phenomenon, but by the Faith Web’s use of technology, the hope is that
it will become one more way that such support networks can be formed and maintained.
While at Chai Tea U in Jackson, MI, Leonard Sweet offered valuable insight
about embracing new technology and the ways of the culture. As Christians, we only
adopt the ways of this world after adapting them to the ways of Jesus.37 This is clearly the
case with Social Media as well. “It is not the technology per se that can affect
individuals’ social capital but the specific ways in which individuals use the
technology.”38 The Faith Web provides a way to retool Social Networking for the sake of
discipleship. It redeems some of the negative aspects of this new media and builds upon
some of the positive aspects. It takes advantage of the “always connected” nature of
society today and re-purposes that connectivity into an always-discipled framework.
The church does not have the option of sitting idly by while social networking
continues to shape, transform, and influence culture and the way we live. The Internet is a
powerful tool. Yet, without intentionality in its use and debriefing in its impact, “the
internet makes a flat stone of the mind and skips it across the surface of the world’s
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information ocean.”39 There is a real danger in this. The Internet unchecked further
imprisons people in the cell of surface and shallow. It provides information, yes. But
information seeking is too limiting for people development. Only with reflection and
examination on the part of the user can the Internet become more. “Brain balance is born
by restoring an intentional relationship to our technology.”40 This is most certainly the
case with social media, especially as it relates to Facebook.
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SECTION 3: THE THESIS

THE FOUNDATION FOR THE FAITH WEB
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, in Life Together, establishes community on the foundation
of Jesus Christ. He writes, “Christianity means community through Jesus Christ and in
Jesus Christ. No Christian community is more or less than this.”1 Being communal is a
fickle affair. Sometimes it is forced and faked and other times it is spontaneous and
genuine. Crisis sends it scurrying—or strengthens its resolve. This section will provide a
foundation upon which a new approach to community development can be built. The
Faith Web is a new way to address the relational voids that exist by utilizing the model of
ancient Israel’s familial life and harnessing the strengths of social media connectivity and
access. To do this, first it will examine what allows community to flourish and instill a
sense of belonging. The trajectory of this section will create a compelling case that Faith
Webs are effective ways to enhance community; a sense of belonging within
congregational life; and provide safe and meaningful space for connections to occur and
develop in order to combat the vicissitudes of life.
A Faith Web is the proverbial village raising a child. Within its hold, a person
experiences a sense of belonging; the space to relate at different depths with different
people; the strength of a resilient community of support; and the reassurance of multiple
people who are invested in that person. This section will center on two broad, macro
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level, theories and two narrative metaphors, or narraphors,2 that provide a concrete image
to further the understanding of the broad-scope theories. The four components working
together will help ground the Faith Web in the firm foundation of relationship. The first
pair is the macro understanding of Joseph Myers’ theory of space and belonging and the
image of a front porch. The second pair is Paul Baran’s Web and the image of fire ant life
rafts. Each of these narraphors emphasizes a different aspect of community and is an
extension of the Good News of Jesus Christ. “Community formation within the Christian
church must be understood primarily as an expression of the Christian gospel.3 Each of
these components offers insight into relationships and community in general. However,
the focus of this essay is to provide compelling reasons that these theories and images are
helpful in furthering the Gospel of Jesus Christ and strengthening the community that He
initiates, the Body of Christ.

SPACE AND BELONGING
Joseph Myers, in his book Search to Belong, reconstitutes the church’s
conversation about community. As he reviewed the landscape of church community
literature he noticed inconsistencies regarding the emphasis of small groups over and
against their inability to deliver on promises made. Myers’ book challenges the church's
obsession with small group ministry by claiming that a sense of belonging is not confined
to pods of 12 people. He draws upon the work of Edward T. Hall, an anthropologist:
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Hall’s findings form the backbone of proxemics, the study of how physical space
influences culture and communication. I have discovered that Hall’s spaces are
helpful categories not only for culture and communication, but also as they relate
to community—our sense of belonging. We experience belonging in the same
four spaces Hall describes: public, social, personal, and intimate.4
In other words, Myers’ thesis is that strong and healthy community is defined by
connection to others, not information, and this happen at different levels. "Belonging is
multidimensional,"5 means that people relate to others differently according to four
conceptual spaces. The authors of Cluetrain Manifesto say it this way: “Relationship is a
broad category: broad enough to contain all forms of relating—the shallow as well as the
deep, the temporary as well as the enduring.”6
Kennon Callahan accurately diagnoses today's culture that seeks to connect.
People come to a church longing for, yearning for, hoping for this sense of roots,
place, belonging, sharing, and caring. People come to a church in our time with a
search for community, not committee.
We make the mistake of assuming that, by putting people on a committee,
they will develop ownership for the objectives of the church. People are not
looking for ownership of objectives or for functional, organizational, institutional
goals.
Their search is far more profound and desperate than that. They are looking
for home, for relationships. They are looking for the profound depths of
community.7
The four spaces of Public, Social, Private and Intimate provide a framework to think
through how this yearning for community can be accomplished. Influencing each of these
4 spaces of belonging is this important distinction; “’Significant’ is not the same as
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‘close’ or ‘committed.’”8 Within the Faith Web, a significant relationship does not
mandate a close, or even committed, relationship. If something is significant it implies
that it would be missed if removed—it does not imply intimate knowledge or sharing.
Faith Webs are a search for significant relationships across the 4 spectrums of Myers’
language of belonging. These 4 spaces are briefly explained below.
First, public belonging is not about person-to-person connections. Public
belonging is about external influences that draw people together. "It is about sharing a
common experience. Think of fans at a football game, members of the PTA, shoppers at a
grocery store."9 You may not know the person beside you, but you know the rituals and
the social structures—and this alone is enough to elicit a sense of belonging.
Second, social belonging is the safe space where people explore relationships to
determine if the relationship has potential to go deeper. “Social belonging is the space
where we connect through sharing ‘snapshots’ of who we are. Such phrases as ‘first
impression’ and ‘best foot forward’ refer to this type of social belonging.”10 "First
impressions" and "best foot forward" are not inauthentic, but rarely are social
relationships defined by the sharing of unflattering information. Social belonging is the
space where we court one another for deeper connection.
Third, private belonging is where we share experiences, stories, and information
not meant for strangers or acquaintances. Yet, it is also not the closest of our
relationships. Myers qualifies this private belonging with a helpful boundary that
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delineates it from intimate belonging. “Personal space is where we connect through
sharing private—although not ‘naked’—experiences, feelings, and thoughts.”11 It is
within the private space that small group ministry resides, and therefore, is
overemphasized in today’s church culture.
Finally, Intimate belonging goes deeper than private. Few relationships are
intimate. "Intimate relationships are those in which another person knows the ‘naked
truth’ about us and yet the two of us are ‘not ashamed.’”12 Nakedness is far more than
physical. It is emotional, relational, psychological, and experiential. "Unashamed” recalls
the creation story and is an indicator of the deep level of trust in these intimate
belongings.
These four spaces work together to create a healthy sense of belonging. Myers
summarizes these belongings working in tandem by saying, “All belonging is significant.
Healthy community—the goal humankind has sought since the beginning—is achieved
when we hold harmonious connections within all four spaces. Harmony means more
public belongings than social. More social than personal. And very few intimate.”13
Therefore, belonging is communal. It takes others. But, “the general culture is less
communal.”14 This provides the church with a great opportunity to fill the void of
community in a way that may resonate deeply with those who are thirsting to belong. The
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Faith Web provides an approach to embody Myers’ thesis of belonging. The image of the
front porch helps to explain.

THE FRONT PORCH15
The front porch provides a unique space and carries a formative role in the
development of American society. It is a semi-public and semi-private place that fosters
community conversation. It is not the living room, but it is not the sidewalk either. As
such, it offers a transient place for meeting and meaning making. “The porch brought the
neighborhood and community together, by forcing interaction and an acute awareness of
others. Indeed, the front porch and the ideal of community in America had developed into
a congruous union.”16 What the front porch has done for neighborhoods the Faith Web
will do for congregational life.
Building upon Myers’ 4 spaces, the Faith Web does not mandate private space
connections; this is not another approach to small group ministry. It does, however,
provide the flexible space that allows for connection and belonging in the same way that
a front porch encourages conversation, connection and meaningful belonging across the
spaces. It is precisely the "between" nature of the front porch that makes it such an
enticing place to meet. “The porch, as a mediating place between house and exterior,
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seems simple, yet reverberates with levels of meaning and implications.”17 The Faith
Web provides similar safe space for meaning making within one’s life of faith and
following Jesus.
The front porch provides a coming-together place to provide space for
conversation and connection. “For the front porch existed as a zone between the public
and private, an area that could be shared between the sanctity of the home and the
community outside. It was an area where interaction with the community could take
place.”18
This versatile area provides for flexible belonging. Public and private
conversations take place on front porches. Conversational topics that are casual small
talk, as well as conversations of depth and significance happen here. The porch provides
a safe place for this spectrum of communication. “Social belonging is the ‘small talk’ of
our relationships. We denigrate social belongings as superficial. We surmise that nothing
significant takes place in social relationships.”19 Social conversations are just as easily
dismissed—but both hold vital importance in our ability to connect. “Take away social
relationships (and/or social conversations) and our community conversation becomes
flat.”20 Developing a healthy sense of belonging and connection means talking about the
weather is an important aspect within the landscape of conversation.
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The reason is that both the deep conversations and the more cursory ones play a
role in telling the story of how one belongs. “Stories are the measuring tools of
spontaneity, of community, and of belonging.”21 Porches are made for telling stories, and
stories are the fabric of faith transmission from one generation to the next:
Do you know any Hittites? Do you carpool with an Ammorite? Are you on the
PTA with an Amalakite? No? Why? They disappeared. Why did they disappear?
They forgot to tell their children their story, and if your children don’t know their
story, you don’t lose your past. You lose your future.”22
As the design of houses in the United States has shifted away from including
porches it is important to foster spaces that allow for the transmission of faith stories.
Where is today’s porch swing that represents the telling of tales, the passing on of stories,
and the comfort of belonging all while sipping on a nice cool glass of fresh squeezed
lemonade?
The belonging, connection, and flexibility of the Faith Web mimics that of the
porch. People who live on the peripheral of a person’s life still have the capacity to have
a deep and lasting impact during those moments when they step into the flexible space of
the porch to share, talk, and connect. “Whether it be a brief, single encounter or the daily
fellowship of years, Christian community is only this. We belong to one another only
through and in Jesus Christ.”23 Bonhoeffer implies that anyone can be a part of your
story. David Weinberger further describes the power of story:
Deadlines, schedules, meetings, the workday itself—all move to the ticking of
time’s moments. The Web, on the other hand, reminds us that the fundamental
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unit of time isn’t a moment, it’s a story, and the string that holds time together
isn’t the mere proximity of moments but our interest in the story.24
The reason Faith Webs work—and the selling point to get people to invest in them—is a
shared interest in a person’s story. The answer to the first question of faith webbing, “Do
you belong in my Faith Web?” is simple. “Do you know my story?” “How does ‘my
story’ become ‘our story’?” is the ongoing question of belonging. The quest of the
pilgrim of faith is to journey in such a way that God’s story becomes our story. And the
challenge of the disciple is to search for the ways that “my story” is wrapped up in God’s
story.
Sharing stories is done in degrees as well. Faith Web belonging is still governed
by Myers’ understanding of proxemics. Not everyone in a person’s Faith Web will
connect on an intimate, private, or even social level. You don’t need to tell every detail of
every story to every part of your Faith Web. It is foolish to force connections to go deeper
than naturally dictated by the relationship. The front porch acts the same way. “The porch
does not force one to make the unattractive choice between admitting people to the full
intimacy of the home or of keeping them in the distanced relation of the formal public
realm.”25 In other words, chatting with close friends on the front porch does not diminish
the private, or even intimate, connection, just as a mere social acquaintance may not feel
too close if gathered on the porch. Being a part of someone’s story does not demand you
invite them into the bedroom of your house.
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The struggle with the porch narraphor is that it is a transient place. You can come
or go on a porch. Rarely does one stay. The Lutheran campus ministry at Ohio State
University is named Jacob’s Porch precisely because of the temporary nature of college
life (and because the college years are often shaped by wrestling with life, belief systems,
and identity).26 While there is a healthy reality to sojourners who travel through a
person’s life, some continuity of connection is important. Can someone choose to live on
a porch?
And yet, the witness of Scripture has shown many sojourners, pilgrims, who join
God in His missional movement. Diana Bass writes about the transient nature of
humanity and the congregation’s role as a result:
In an age of fragmentation, it may well be the case that the vocation of
congregations is to turn tourists into pilgrims—those who no longer journey
aimlessly, but, rather, those who journey in God and whose lives are mapped by
the grace of Christian Practices.27
The language of pilgrim takes seriously the missional movement of God’s Kingdom.
Disciples of Jesus Christ are called to be on the move. If the local congregation, or the
Faith Web, is the porch that is attached to the house that is the Kingdom of God, then the
language of porch may not be far off. Bass goes on to say that the pilgrim nature of the
community provides “spiritual ballast in a radically fragmented world.”28 It is this
spiritual ballast that assists the gathering of pilgrims to keep from being knocked off
course when crisis, trials, and monotony arise and persist.
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THE BARAN WEB
Paul Baran was an instrumental player in laying the foundation for the Internet.
He was an electrical engineer by training and was hired by the U.S. Air Force to explore
ways communication systems could survive in case of a first strike military event. His
seminal work, On Distributed Communication Networks, was published by the RAND
Corporation beginning in 1964. In it:
Baran outlined the principle of “redundancy of connectivity” and explored various
models of forming communications systems and evaluating their vulnerability.
The report proposed a communications system where there would be no obvious
central command and control point, but all surviving points would be able to
reestablish contact in the event of an attack on any one point.29
While his ideas were not ultimately employed by the US Military, his thinking and ideas
are still at work today in how information is disseminated across the Internet.30
Baran's work centered on a shift from centralized to distributed networks. Figure
1 clearly shows why this is an important shift in light of the threat of a nuclear first strike-especially one targeted to bring down communication infrastructure. But, as Baran
notes:
While highly survivable and reliable communications systems are of primary
interest to those in the military concerned with automating command and control
functions, the basic notions are also of interest to communications systems
planners and designers having need to transmit digital data.”31
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Baran’s basic notion extends beyond communication systems as well. Redundancy and
distribution are helpful models for the life of faith of persons and congregations.
Relationships are about interconnectivity, as is congregational life. Baran's
depiction of the Centralized (A) and Decentralized (B) Networks provides two
approaches to congregational structure. In the Centralized image, it is clear that
congregational life, faith, growth, and formation all flow through one central point. This
shows the Herr Pastor model.32 Exploring the dynamics of this model of ministry and
congregational life is beyond the scope of this paper, but it is important to mention how
the Faith Web lives out a more distributed model for faith and life formation.
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Baran's figure of a Distributed Network (C) is a helpful visual for the basic shape
of the Faith Web. We are interconnected "Packets"33 of people, or peer networks, who
can work together to accomplish any task—in the case of the Faith Web, the task is
formation and following Jesus. The nature of peer networks provides for great flexibility,
adaptability, and possibility. As Steven Johnson shares, "In Baran’s web, the center
didn’t need to hold. There was no center. That absence was what gave it its power and
flexibility.”34 Power and flexibility are needed attributes for disciples, who have access to
the power of Jesus and the Holy Spirit. As the body of Christ embraces the Faith Web, it
will provide a helpful and incarnational presence for the life of the believer in the
“packets” of his/her Faith Web.
Even without the unlimited power of Jesus and the Holy Spirit, Johnson contends
that a peer network, for the sake of relationships, would prove beneficial:
To be a peer progressive, then, is to believe that the key to continued progress lies
in building peer networks in as many regions of modern life as possible: in
education, health care, city neighborhoods, private corporations, and government
agencies.35
This optimistic humanism casts a vision of hope for entities and organizations. Tapping
into a similar "open architecture"36 for the body of Christ via the Faith Web would meld
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the humanistic optimism that Johnson preaches with the hope of the crucified and risen
Christ.
The shift to a decentralized network for congregational life draws back to the
Church's ancient roots. It was in the post-Constantinian period (325 C.E. Onward) that
church buildings came into popular practice:
The shift to a formal, official, and powerful model of church building—that is, the
basilica—and away from communally oriented buildings commonly used by
associations represented a development that continues to influence parts of the
church and its ministry today.37
Prior to this time, home churches and smaller community associations provided a
different perspective and feel. A decentralized Faith Web-esque approach to ministry
resonates with the home church model of ministry:
The Israelite family was not the nuclear family that people in the Western world
know today. It was composed of a much larger group of relatives, who might live
together or near each other in groups that usually comprised several generations.
Generations and branches of a family might settle close to each other, sharing a
courtyard between them.38
This is the vision for the Faith Web: A gathering of surrogate aunts and uncles of faith; a
cross section of generations; a community of belonging. The goal is to be redundant with
our belongings, to create resilient relationships thereby creating resilient followers of
Christ who belong together and assist in expanding the web of faith further.
The reality is our communities and our families live out a vision that is distorted
from the image of God we bear. Reminiscent of Baran’s work to thwart a nuclear strike,
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community is under attack. Not just external communities, but the relationships that exist
within homes are fractured as well. The bomb of relationship voids becomes catastrophic
under a centralized approach to relationships—when we rely on only one person or a few
people. The Faith Web is a step into decentralizing this structure and expanding the scope
of who we relate to and how. “There are spaces between each of us. Each of us fills in
those spaces with something, someone, and those filled-in spaces determine our
destiny.”39 The local congregation is a logical place for these gaps to be filled by faithful
followers of Jesus. Gary Pecuch, in his book Faith Webbing, lays forth an influential
approach for this type of relational ministry.
Its premise is to intentionally identify relationship voids in young peoples’ lives
and then fill those voids with church members of all ages. A young person is then
surrounded by numerous faith walks that they can emulate. Nothing is accidental.
Relationships are prayerfully, purposefully, and intentionally sought, built, and
sustained.40
The overarching understanding of relationship voids is the recognition that everyone
needs the entirety of familial relationships: Grandmas and Grandpas, Aunts and Uncles,
Moms and Dads, Brothers and Sisters (older and younger), and Nieces and Nephews.
Due to our fractured reality of sin and death, kin do not always fill these relationships. “I
think God knew His people were living in a broken world and would have voids of one
form or another. And in His great love, the idea was born to create the local church, a
place where folks could gather and fill each other’s relationship voids.”41
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FIRE ANT LIFE RAFTS
Baran's web provides a macro view of aspects of the Faith Web. Now attention is
turned to the image of Fire Ant Rafts to provide a glimpse of the micro view of the power
of a Faith Web. In the Amazon, when floodwaters rise, fire ants link together to survive
the storm. "Ants grip each other by using a combination of mandibles, tarsal claws, and
adhesive pads located on the ends of their tarsi.”42 The ants link together to form a raft for
the sake of survival. In their coming together the ants "considerably enhance their water
repellency… a process analogous to the weaving of a waterproof fabric.”43 The image
provides a powerful metaphor to show how sticking together can overcome the raging
floods. The image is even more poignant when reminded of the ancient understanding of
water signifying chaos.44 As Baran's web described, the linking together in a distributed
array allows for a resilient life raft to be formed.
The whole is greater than the sum of its parts. "Individual ants can swim, but a
raft maintains colony cohesion."45 In other words, linking together is for the good of the
entire community. So, too, being interconnected within the Body of Christ creates
cohesion, strength, and mutual support. Being together helps us survive.
The distributed network model was conceived to withstand an attack on the
network. The ant life raft shares this same resiliency and stability. Even in experiments
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where ants were removed from the structure, it "caused the raft to self-heal: Ants on the
bottom moved to the top to preserve the average raft thickness. We surmise that ants are
able to sense how many of their colony members are walking on top of them.”46 Knowing
who is where and sensing how you belong resonates with Myers' call for harmony among
the 4 spaces of belonging.
It is the ability of the Ant life raft to self-assemble and self-heal that is most
remarkable to scientists. These criteria define the raft as a living organism.47 The healing
nature is the raft’s flexibility to adapt to the hungry fish that pick off morsels piece by
piece. The hope for the Faith Web is not that flexible healing comes in the form of
adjusting to members of a web dropping from the array, but the resiliency of the entire
web to work together to overcome crisis, obstacles, and friction within the lives of its
members. In other words, the struggles people face in their daily following of Jesus are
mitigated by the Faith Web’s ability and willingness to be together through the struggle.
Rich Melheim shares another image of this communal management of difficulties:
The space shuttle was built with ceramic tiles designed to spread the heat of reentry nose to tail across the entire body of the craft. Without such a design, the
heat on the nose of the vehicle would have been so intense that the craft might
have exploded. With the heat spread out, however, the danger was manageable.48
Melheim's work is focused on creating resilient homes, but it stretches beyond the
nuclear family. This household notion of the body of Christ further "develops the notion
of care for those who are needy within the congregation—in particular, indigent
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widows—in the same way a household cares, or should care, for all of its members.”49
The Faith Web serves as a life raft, linking faithful followers of Jesus together in order to
overcome the trials of life.
In conclusion, this section has shown a macro view of the theory of Joseph Myers'
work with the spaces of belonging. While the Faith Web working as a network of
Christian relationship resonates with this macro view, it is in the micro view of the front
porch where Myers' theory is grounded in tangible ways. Here is where the image of a
front porch and the functionality of a Faith Web meet and offer application for the church
today. Similarly, Baran's Web and theory of decentralized networks, redundancy, and
resiliency offers a macro view of implications for the Faith Web. The micro view of fire
ant rafts, while not fully transferable, provides the concrete visual of the benefits of Faith
Webs; a community that belongs together; and, in this belonging, seeks to overcome
hostile intrusion of environmental factors. For the fire ants, they come together to
overcome the rainy season and the floods they bring. For Faith Webs, the people of Jesus
come together to support, encourage, and embrace one another through the storms of life
(as well as the joys).

THE FAITH WEB
The doctrine of the Incarnation is one of the pillars upon which the Christian faith
rests. Without the incarnation of Jesus Christ, the cross is nothing, faith is meaningless,
and our hope is lost. Emmanuel (literally, “God with us”) is at the core of our
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understanding of God and of ourselves. The incarnation is closest when we realize its
preeminence and prominence. It did not end at the ascension of Jesus—it continues.
Leonard Sweet explains this by saying, “the act of incarnation is replicated in every one
of us.”50 The body of Christ lives in and lives out the incarnation. Understanding this
truth and living out of this reality mandates that we embrace the vital role we play in
loving others with the sacrificial love of Jesus. And the sacrifice that is most difficult and
most ignored is time.
The incarnational aspect of the Faith Web demands that adults invest time in
youth; that youth invest time in children; even that children would invest time with senior
citizens, and every other combination.51 “You can try to get rid of flesh and blood and
make Christianity into a religion of excarnation, but you will fail. Christianity is and
always has been a religion of incarnation. It puts on flesh and blood.”52 The Faith Web
puts flesh and blood on the network of believers—the cloud of witnesses—and helps this
network to look, smell, touch, taste, and see Jesus—the Incarnate One.
There is power in the Faith Web because it embodies what we believe. Martin
Luther was one of the first to write on the “priesthood of all believers” though this exact
phrase was not used until later. In his treatise, “The Babylonian Captivity of the Church,”
Luther writes, “We are all priests, as many of us as are Christians…. The priesthood is
nothing but a ministry.”53 He writes this in light of 1 Peter 2:9, “But you are a chosen
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race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, God’s own people, in order that you may proclaim
the mighty acts of him who called you out of darkness into his marvelous light.” What
would it look like if the church embraced Jesus' words in Matthew 5:1454 and really
believed we are the light of the world helping other people in the midst of their darkness?
The Faith Web seeks to harness this Light and share it over the lightening fast
connectivity of the Internet in order to provide another link in the chain of community
and relationships. Becoming a lens through which the Light of the World passes and is
focused to dispel darkness is a matter of incarnation. It is the work of the priesthood of
believers.
Leonard Sweet challenges the typical understanding of the office of ministry. He
challenges us to view one’s baptismal certificate as a certificate of ordination and
commissioning statement into ministry.55 The Faith Web animates and activates the
priesthood of believers by giving everyone the authority to care, love, support, challenge,
pray, bless, serve, and grow with people. It provides the church with a vehicle to drive
down the priesthood highway. In this way, the Faith Web is incarnational. The people
become the hands and feet of Jesus. The Faith Web is also a ministry of investment. It
calls the participants to invest in one another with time and energy. In so doing,
relationships are forged and framed for the purpose of growing into little christs.
Lesslie Newbigin further unpacks the power of being the Church and, thereby,
ambassadors of Jesus. The coming of Jesus into the world changed the Kingdom of God.
The Old Testament was focused on proclaiming the coming of the Kingdom of God.
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With Jesus, we are no longer about proclaiming only; now we can point to the Kingdom
of God—we point to Jesus.56 It—He—is here; the incarnation is not over. We continue to
celebrate His presence. “And for those who are sent in Jesus’ name are also the bearers of
that presence, for ‘he who receives you receives me, and he who receives me receives
him who sent me’ (Matt 10:40).”57 Followers of Christ are His ambassadors because we
point to the presence of Jesus—we are the presence of Jesus. Ambassadors are authorized
representatives of a foreign land. Baptism is a call to ambassadorship because baptism
transfers our residence into the Kingdom of God.
As such, the Church is participating in the reconciliation of the world. This is the
incarnation that continues. “God’s mission is more than the salvation of individuals; it is
also the formation of a people who participate with God in the reconciliation of all and
the re-creation of the world.”58 And so, the church is very concerned with community and
building relationships. The Faith Web can help do just this.
Author Reggie McNeal shares an important shift that begins to align
congregational living with the Mission of God. This shift is the movement “from program
development to people development in terms of core activity.”59 Our communal and
congregational life hinges upon relationships: our relationship with the Triune God and
our relationships with one another. Therefore, developing people entails developing
relationships.
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At a conference,60 McNeal explained that much of the shift starts as the church
asks the question, “What’s the point of the program [that the churches offer]?” For too
long the church has looked at people as the resources to produce the program. i.e. Is there
a sound operator, a nursery attendant, and teachers to make this event successful? This
thinking needs to shift. In a people-development culture the programs are designed to
help the people develop. As people move into the crosshairs of the church’s
developmental efforts there is a shift away from an attractional church approach to
developmental. “In a people development culture, the key issue is maturation. Are people
growing in every aspect of their life? Are they becoming more like Jesus? Are they
blessing the world as the people of God?”61
In other words, it no longer becomes about having the best summer camp in town.
Instead, it is about providing summer camp experiences that challenge and grow the
people and provide the opportunities people need to take their next step in faith
development. Programs are birthed to help people grow closer to Jesus. Programs become
the expendable resources, not people. This is mission. And, in making this shift, the
church also becomes relational, incarnational, and—without trying to be—attractional. It
is an attraction when people are provided the tools and resources to grow and improve.
The attraction is Jesus!62
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According to McNeal, one of the essential shifts in moving a culture away from
program-centric activity toward people development activity is learning to debrief.63
McNeal’s hypothesis is that people have lost the ability to debrief their public and
personal lives. Reflection, confession, and celebration are skills that are underdeveloped
and under-utilized. Nicholas Carr, in his book The Shallows: What the Internet is Doing
to our Brains, shares his own experience, especially as it relates to a digital world: “Once
I was a scuba diver in the sea of words. Now I zip along the surface like a guy on a Jet
Ski.”64 McNeal and Carr both hint that culture makes it more and more difficult to dive
deep, reflect, and process how a person interacts with the world on a daily basis. Part of
the missional shift toward people development is equipping the saints to debrief their
lives. The Faith Web will provide a platform for this debriefing, albeit in minimalistic
ways, among a community. It is one more tool to aid in the development of a reflective
community that invests in one another.
The power of the Faith Web must not be limited to online relationships, but the
online nature of this metaphor and the tool that is developed in conjunction with this
dissertation is the focus here.65 The Faith Web is a new metaphor that embraces the
interconnectedness of the people of God. According to Friesen, a web of relations
connects us all. The image of The Faith Web looks to leverage, identify, and empower
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this web of relations for the purpose of developing people and developing disciples of
Jesus Christ. “Walking in the way of Christ is inherently relational. To follow Christ is to
link up with God through the power and presence of the Holy Spirit, and to link up with
the ever-becoming people of God, the city on the hill. It’s all about linking…”66 Linking
is the natural activity of Social Media. With the implementation of The Faith Web, users
will be one step closer to embodying Friesen’s vision.
Furthermore, as Myers’ work argued, it can be the routine, conversational, and
surface sharing that provides a sense of belonging. “It’s more practical to think of social
media as the use of the mundane, commonplace technology around us in the pursuit of a
goal transcending that technology: fostering conversation and connection between
people.”67
Heidi Campbell offers wonderful insight into the joys and sorrows of online
religious community in her article for the Journal of Media and Religion, “Challenges
Created by Online Religious Networks.” Her conclusion provides a hopeful glance at the
possibility of life in the church. “The network metaphor provides a more accurate
description of contemporary patterns of relationships. Perhaps it is in networked religion
that we will rediscover what it means to be the people of God and the church.”68 If we
take seriously Hebrews 12:1-369 it is clear that faith is a communal endeavor and it is our
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networked relationships that spur us forward and onward. It takes a network, a web of
faith, to throw off the sin that entangles and to run together in order to receive the prize,
Jesus. With the advent of cloud computing there is an opportunity to capitalize on a new
understanding of the “cloud of withnesses.” Animating the “cloud” and making it real is a
matter of incarnation.
Who knew Christmas caroling could make such an impact? Brooke loved her first
experience singing to the shut-ins so much she couldn’t wait for the following year to do
it all over again. So we didn’t make her. Brooke met Clarence.70 Clarence met Brooke.
Brooke was in the early stages of high school. Clarence was well into his later years. But
these two connected in a deep way. Brooke would come and read to Clarence. Clarence
would tell stories and truths drawing from his wisdom and experience. Their relationship
was intentional. It was genuine and authentic. And it was faith affirming and forming.
Years went by and the relationship continued to thicken and deepen. Brooke went
to college locally, but still moved into the next phase of her life. The two didn’t have as
much face to face time. Until Clarence started to slip. It quickly became apparent that
Clarence was nearing the end of his life. He did what all good disciples of Jesus do when
they know the end is coming—he called the church. However, Clarence was not
interested in having a pastor come out to pray, bless, and read scripture. Clarence called
the church because he wanted Brooke to know and to see if she would be willing to come
and sit with him one last time. And she did. Brooke left her college dorm room, her
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college friends, her college bubble and entered into the life of her dear faith companion.
And together they prayed before he died.
This is The Faith Web at work in an analog fashion. If people are built for
relationships the local church needs to be intentional to create opportunities for these
relationships to flourish and form the body. Furthermore, if the Body of Christ is
wherever two or three are gathered in the name of Jesus, then how does the congregation
leverage the power of the Internet as a faithful way to help the Body grow closer to Christ
and closer to one another? The Faith Web is a powerful metaphor because it is tangible,
focused, intentional, and highly relational. People can name those who are a part of their
Faith Web—and you can see the web grow as you connect with more people. Also,
naming the people in your web of faith grants permission and opens the door for
accountability and “iron sharpening iron”71 living. The Faith Web is intentional as it
provides a vehicle toward purposeful relationship building—it gives the people of God a
task. And this task is simple—be in relationship with one another for the sake of the
Kingdom. But it is also not so broad as to deem this purpose insurmountable.
The Faith Web becomes an intentional aspect of daily congregational life.
Intentionality is at the heart of the Faith Web. Because, truth be told, Faith Webs already
exist but they are under-utilized. Young and old have gathered together in sanctuaries for
worship for as long as the church has been worshipping. And, for too many and too often,
there is little rubbing of lives between them. We have abdicated one of our greatest gifts
of relationship because we have not been intentional about naming its potential. “Sticky
social webs don’t happen by accident. You need to build those relationships with regular
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contact.”72 In addition to “regular” it must be intentional. “Sticky” here isn’t just
speaking of relationships that remain with you—it is referring to remaining connected
with a mission. Sticky faith and sticky relationships are purposeful, intentional, and
powerful in making faith a core component of life and connections. Here, Powell lifts up
the importance of building social capital in children, but the benefit of sticky
relationships extends beyond the parent/child relationship. “The point is to build ‘social
capital’ into your child’s life, creating a network of caring believers who will pray for,
mentor, and bless your children with their presence over the course of their lives.”73 This
doesn’t happen without intentionality.
The term “web” was chosen because of its dual meaning. It infers the connection
to the World Wide Web but it also speaks to the hope of the Faith Web as it parallels the
work of a spider web. “A Spider web can very well be likened to a body plan and studied
with comparable methods. The web’s ‘embryology’ is the spider’s construction behavior
and its developmental blueprint lies in the genes that encode the spider’s behavior.”74
Spiders knit their webs under the direction of an internal compass. Their blueprint
informs the way they create. So, too, it is with our faith relationships. The Faith Web
seeks to instill a compass and blueprint for forming relationships that enhance
discipleship and life-on-life sharing. Mark DeVries, of Youth Ministry Architects, uses
the analogy of building relationships and building ministries like an architect uses
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blueprints. While this analogy may make relationships too rigid, it does take seriously the
importance of intentionality, planning, and building relationships in the life of the
congregation.75 As the concept of the Faith Web gets into the ground water of a
congregation it begins to inform every interaction. It shapes the way one worships and
lives inside and outside the church building.
Supporting and maintaining these support networks is vital to the body of Christ.
In supporting one another, the incarnation becomes real and the presence of Jesus is
tangible.
A human being resting in and reflecting on a redeemed connection with one’s
Creator will experience a Corrective Emotional Relationship (CER). By God’s
grace and through imago dei qualities, human beings provide for the formation
and growth of others by replicating his love in genuine human encounters. CER
may be described as interpersonal intimacy empowered by the Holy Spirit to
make real the presence of Jesus Christ. It is ‘corrective’ because it reflects the
grace of a Holy God transcending human brokenness. It is ‘emotional’ since
human beings do not appear to internalize such experiences through cognition
alone. Affective and cognitive systems must both be triggered. It is relational
because it is stirred by the creation and formation of intimacy bonds.76
The Faith Web empowers these corrective emotional relationships. Powell and
Clark say it this way, “When we open our lives to friends who share our faith and who
have the ability to listen, to empathize, and especially to love and honor our kids even as
they go through struggles, we receive the gift of the Holy Spirit through them.”77
Creating this type of community, both offline and online, empowers the body of Christ as
the priesthood of all believers. It incarnates the Gospel, lives out the first and second
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greatest commandments,78 and provides some practical ways to invest time, energy, and
love into others.
This is the hope for a discipleship oriented SNS such as the Faith Web: A
connected community that embodies the priesthood of believers, takes ownership of their
faith, and invests in helping others grow in faith and followership of Jesus. To do this the
Faith Web will forge ahead in offline and online connections.
When human beings serve as a vine, light, bread, shepherd or truth for others in
love, the ecclesial self is engaged in community. For example, when a person
crippled with fear, doubt, and a lack of direction encounters others where the
beauty and hope of light breaks through, an inspiring moral compass comes to
life. When a person captivated by excessive worry senses the protective force of a
gate in another, optimism and anticipation is renewed as inner security is restored.
When a lonely soul is suffering from loss, the relational refreshment of living
water quenches the thirsty heart.79
This is incarnational community. This is the Faith Web.
That being said, “What is not needed is just another class to help strengthen
families. What is needed is a redesign in how church and ministry are accomplished.”80
The Faith Web is this new redesign.
The Faith Web is about being with each other in a real, practical, and faithful way.
It is a way to embody DeVries’ vision. “In and of itself, the nuclear family is not enough,
particularly in light of the tremendous pressure of our time. Every teenager needs an
extended Christian family of significant adults.”81 Added to this, a person’s Faith Web
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must also include those who are younger than them. Thinking children cannot teach
people about faith and Jesus is arrogant and neglects the word of Jesus.
Surrounding our members with people who care for them is incredibly important.
“The end result of this approach to ministry is that youth get to know scores of people of
all ages within the congregation. They get to know these folks in a safe, fun, loving, and
faith-nurturing environment. As this occurs, the church then becomes a place of deep
meaningful relationships.”82 This type of environment is formed with intentional effort
and by incorporating relational elements in every programmatic element of a
congregation’s ministry. It becomes a ministry of intentional relational investment in the
lives of others and it can overcome a myriad of voids as these connections inspire a
deepening and broadening of life in, with, and by Jesus Christ.
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SECTION 4: TRACT 2 ARTIFACT DESCRIPTION
Section 3 presented The Faith Web as a new approach toward fulfilling the voids
that exist in our lives. The Faith Web is an approach toward ministry within a local
congregation. It is not a program; it is a driving force that seeps into the groundwater of
everything a congregation is engaged in within the world.
The structure of the Track 2 Dissertation from George Fox University provides
the author an opportunity to apply the theoretical academic work into a tangible
application. This artifact launches from the academic foundation and lands in the real
world for the sake of ministry. The artifact I have created is a website that utilizes the
foundations laid in sections 1-3 and brings them to the accessible world of social media.
The site is thefaithweb.org. This website will provide a platform for connecting, sharing,
and relating. Built upon the blogging platform of Wordpress, incorporating powerful
plugins, and providing simple Facebook login integration, thefaithweb.org is a robust
tool. It is a social media website for building Christian faith and community and to build
a faith web to assist each person in following Jesus. It is about networking our faith
together.
As expressed earlier, social capital is the belief that there are a handful of people who
value and believe in me. This site will provide another vehicle to build social capital in
others. The social networking aspect of the site will provide opportunity for engagement
with others and support in deepening faith as two or more users communicate. The
blogging aspect of the site will provide a medium for sharing the vision of what the Faith
Web concept is and provide examples of how faith webs assist in making communities
stronger.
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There are 2 aspects to the site that either will not happen or not as I had hoped.
The first was to provide a visual map of the people who are a part of one’s faith web. The
goal was to visually show the people who are building social capital in a person’s life.
Due to the difficulty of maintaining this functionality, it was cost prohibitive. The second
aspect that, as of this writing, was still being worked through was to provide one-click
reciprocation and endorsement within the site. The goal is to take the functionality of
endorsement of skills within LinkedIn and apply it to the world of status updates and
tweets from Facebook and Twitter. The purpose would be to provide an option of more
than liking a status. What would it look like if, as I share the minutia of my day, I hear
from people about the way I have inspired their faith, taught them something about Jesus,
or encouraged them in living out their faith? Then, for the site to store this information
and make it searchable so I can learn that, in the past 6 weeks, I’ve provided
encouragement, teaching, and inspiration to this many people. This functionality would
reciprocate the benefits of social capital. If this aspect is unachievable at the initial rollout
of the site, I’m hopeful it can be worked into the second version.
One other aspect of the site includes the capacity for group conversation centered
on a topic. This option enables the community nature of the site to center around ministry
topics, ways to implement the faith web, and issues of faith. This provides one way for
thefaithweb.org to lean against some of the narcissistic tendencies of social media. It
certainly will not remove these tendencies but provides an outlet and focus that is more
communal.
One of the overarching goals of this website is to provide one more way to
promote and share the vision of what a ministry focus on faith webbing can do for a
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church and its disciples. This site provides real functionality and will allow for expanding
the sphere of influence for a ministry that connects people together in real, meaningful,
and intentional ways.

SECTION 5: TRACT 2 ARTIFACT SPECIFICATION
This section of the written statement provides the specification for the website:
thefaithweb.org. It provides some of the details to the development and focus of the
website artifact.
Goals and Strategies:
The purpose of thefaithweb.org is to engage people in online social media
interactions, enhance connections, and deepen faith. By creating connections,
sharing the vision for Faith Web Ministry, and engaging in discussion, I hope it
will help to mitigate relationship voids and build social capital in a healthy way.
Measuring Success: It will be easy to measure website traffic data such as hits,
bounce rate, membership statistics, connections made and others. However, the
power of the faith web is more than statistics. These numbers will tell a portion of
the story. Hearing, reading, and sharing the stories of how faith webbing affects
lives is more difficult to measure, but is a vital component.
Audience: While I do not want to limit the audience of the site, I recognize that
targeting an audience is important. The initial focus will be people within my
spheres of influence and those who are familiar with the ministry concept of faith
webbing. I hope to partner with congregations for a congregational wide push for
using the site.
Scope and Content: One of the benefits of social media and networking is that I
am certain the people on the site will find ways to use it that I never imagined.
This flexibility is an important benefit. While I have plans for generating content
and aspects, user-generated content is the wonderful unknown of its potential.
Budget: Developing a website is beyond my skill set. I have contracted out the
technical aspects of development while being in constant communication with the
designer. As such, the budget for this project is around $3,000. The ongoing
maintenance of the site will continue and built in monetization with ads is one
aspect that will assist in covering these costs.
Promotion: Promoting thefaithweb.org will be an ongoing endeavor. Using
existing social media sites is the most practical way to promote the site. I will also
continue to promote at speaking engagements and other opportunities. Finally,
with the endorsements of some well networked friends, I hope to enlist their
support in extending the reach of the site.
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SECTION 6: THE POSTSCRIPT

This project represents an attempt to bring together two realities that are prevalent
in the congregation that I serve, and I surmise across the United States. Those two aspects
are relationship voids and the boom of CMC and SNS. The Faith Web as a ministry
foundation has been laid forth in the preceding sections. It’s applications are vast and far
reaching if this vision takes hold in a local congregation. The artifact for this project
seeks to capitalize on the Social Media aspects of communal life. Thefaithweb.org
provides the typical connections and interactions that are possible within Facebook, but
also provides elements that enable deeper communication. When my computer shows an
error message, I search technical support forums in order to troubleshoot the problem.
Thefaithweb.org, via its groups feature, will provide a similar forum experience in order
to group source common life struggles, engage in bible study, provide a space for creative
sounding boards for pastors, and many more possibilities. In short, thefaithweb.org will
provide the space to crowdsource faith to engage people in a deeper and closer following
of Jesus Christ.
The following pages show screen captures of the website. While the development
of the site is complete, it has not yet been advertised or opened for public use. As such,
the images provide a limited view of proof of concept, but they display the potential for
this website and its intended use.
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Fig. 2 Login

Fig. 2 is a picture of the login page that utilizes a person’s Facebook account to
join thefaithweb.org. There is no need to create a unique username or password, and, if
your computer is currently logged in to Facebook, then joining thefaithweb.org only takes
1 click of the mouse.
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Fig. 3 Groups

Fig. 3 shows a sample of the groups that will exist within thefaithweb.org. There
is no practical limit for the amount of groups that can exist, however, only administrators
will be able to create new groups. As is common, groups can be private, public, or hidden
allowing for privacy as well as selectivity of membership within each group. The site is
robust. It allows for a forum area of communication within each group, as well as a group
chat feature which could allow for community conversations at particular times.
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Fig. 4 Forum Conversation

Under the Intergenerational Ministry Group (fig. 4) a forum tree begins by asking
a question about intergeneration worship ideas and ways to resist the separating of ages
during Sunday morning worship. Any member of the group can respond to this question
or begin a new thread with their own thought, comment, or question. As more people
engage, this group will become a valuable resource for people focused within this
particular ministry area. The possibilities expand as people share personal struggles, seek
advice, offer tips on spiritual growth and formation, and as connections are made.
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Fig. 5 Email within thefaithweb.org

Thefaithweb.org also provides the capacity for email communication (fig. 5)
between members. This provides another way for more private ways to engage in
connection with people from within the site.
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Fig. 6 Blog Feature

One helpful feature of the site is a site wide blog (fig. 6). This provides a way to
feature various group interactions, ideas for implementation of Faith Webs within
congregational life, information for the sites members, and more. This is another way to
promote the site to others as well with applicable writing, guest bloggers, and shareability on SNS.
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Fig. 7 Facebook Integration

Thefaithweb.org is well integrated to Facebook (fig. 7). As new posts are created
within thefaithweb.org the title and introduction are automatically posted on thefaithweb
Facebook Page. This is an important feature that will provide seamless marketing and
publicity as well as provide a powerful way to promote what thefaithweb.org is about to
the largest SNS in existence.
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Fig. 8 The backend of thefaithweb.org

Thefaithweb.org is built on wordpress (fig. 8). This opensource platform provides
a stable, flexible, and secure foundation. It also utilizes buddypress
(http://buddypress.org) as a primary engine that makes the social networking features
possible.
In conclusion, this dissertation has adequately described some of the problems
that exist within communal life and within family. Relationship voids are a part of living.
In utilizing the broader understanding of family that existed in ancient Israel and
combining this with the current revolution of SNS and CMC, this dissertation and its
artifact have provided a new tool to mitigate these relationship voids.

APPENDIX A: A PRACTICAL GLIMPSE OF THE FAITH WEB
The Holy Spirit is doing amazing things in the church in Africa and the global
South. The tribal nature of the church in these locations displays a beautiful vision of
what community can look like when the call to be brothers and sisters in Christ is taken
seriously. The Faith Web is one way the church of the West can capture this communal
nature.
Jordan grew up in a Muslim village in Sudan. His father was hauled off to war
while Jordan and his siblings were young. Shortly after, Jordan’s mom developed a
relationship with Christ. Every night she would gather with her children outside of their
tent to read them scripture, sing hymns, and pray. Over time, other children would sit and
listen to the Bible stories, sing the hymns, and pray. Others would join as well. Jordan’s
mother welcomed everyone to her small worship gathering. In six months the entire
village was following Jesus. She remains the matriarch of that community, she continues
to invest in the lives of others, and she has created a culture that cares and loves others
into her own home. This is an example of a faith web. In the face of adversity and despite
the danger, Jordan’s mother was willing to risk ridicule and banishment in order to pour
herself and her love into the hearts and minds of others. Stories like this are not restricted
to Africa—they can happen here in the Western church. The Faith Web is the way
forward.
The Faith Web is about a paradigm shift away from the programmatic church.
Instead, relational ministry becomes the heartbeat of the congregation. St. John’s
Lutheran Church makes relational ministry the focus of everything it does. The prayer
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buddy ministry is one example. Every summer the high school youth group goes to a
leadership academy. Before they leave town they gather in the sanctuary to be matched
up with a grade school student. These new pairs are prayer buddies. They commit to
praying for one another all week and even exchange letters while the older ones are at
camp. It is a powerful ministry, but it does not end when the trip is over.
This past Halloween, the parents of one of the grade school students were both
sick. While it was a temporary void, their sickness put beggars’ night in jeopardy for the
boy. The parents called their son’s prayer buddy to come and take him trick-or-treating.
By joining the grade school youth, the high school youth invested time, offered support,
and showed love. And, in participating, the high school youth also received the
admiration and love of a child and the deep appreciation of his parents.
The Faith Web concept has assisted a teenager of divorce by surrounding him
with a group of adults who helped him reclaim and find his identity. It has provided
wonderful support to three children orphaned by death as well as their new guardians. It
has given surrogate grandparents to children whose grandparents live far away (and vice
versa). Furthermore, it creates a sense of community within the local congregation that
provides some needed connections, support, and bonds. It is a blurring of the division of
my family and your family. Instead, we are Christ’s family. And together we are the
Body of Christ.
The Faith Web is a powerful tool that will help persons and groups better follow
Jesus in daily life. It is about relationships that are incarnationally networked to inspire
life formation both offline in face-to-face relationships and online in Computer Mediated
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Communication. The dynamics of online community are complex and need to be
explored.
In conclusion, forming this faith-nurturing environment honors the heritage the
church has grown out of while also providing meaningful relationships that bond together
the community. In these webs of relationships the faith will be passed forward,
strengthened among the generations, and the church will be leveraged to fill felt and
unfelt needs in individuals’ lives. Relationship voids exist. The local congregation is the
best hope to fill these voids. As the local congregation engages in intentional relational
ministry, the damage of these voids is mitigated and faith grows.

APPENDIX B: HOW TO WORK WITH A WEB DEVELOPER
As I developed the concept of the Faith Web I knew that I wanted a website
component to assist in forming community. I also knew that I did not have the skill set to
develop and design this tool. Finding and selecting the right developer to partner with—
for whatever project—is vital to the process. This postscript explains the steps and the
approach I used in working with my developer to achieve the success we did. There were
four driving principles that formed all of my interactions with my developer. Those
principals were: creating “buy in” from the developer; operating from the posture of
partnership; fostering trust; and being open.
During my initial conversations with my developer, Jay Cordova (Web Developer
& Architect; www.jaycordova.net ) I was focused on selling the vision of what I was
trying to create—not the actual project itself. I wanted him to buy into the concept of
faith webbing and help me develop a tool to make it happen in a digital realm. Buy in is
about sharing the vision and mission of what my end goal was. Yes, I had some ideas
about what that would be, but my end goal was not written in stone. I was looking for
someone who would be passionate about what I was trying to accomplish. I understood
from the onset that I had some good ideas, but I needed help uncovering the great ideas.
This approach leads to the second driving principle.
I was not looking for a web developer—I was looking for a partner. Not a partner
in the business sense of the word, but a teammate who would bring his own creativity,
passion, and ideas about how to make the tool better. I needed a teammate who
understood the language of the technology, but also had some key insights into how the
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average user may approach and use the tool we were creating. It was clear, at all points,
that I was the one driving the project, but by bringing in a teammate I was open to the
project’s shifting nature. Yes, I had some ideas about what the end goal would look like
but I also had to lean on the wisdom, talents, and abilities of someone else. I had to trust
his experience and let it help shape the scope and trajectory of the project.
Fostering trust was one of the most important aspects of my collaboration with
Jay. Throughout the process I had to trust that my developer knew feasibilities,
complexities, and impracticalities of my end goal. Some of my hopes were well beyond
the scope and budget of my project. It was our joint trust that allowed these perceived
disappointments to not become obstacles.
Finally, I had to learn to be open to the process. It is scary to hand off
development to another person. It is not easy to share the concept and control of a
project. I found quickly that my dreams were not possible. I found that my developer’s
work was close to what I wanted but was different. There were a number of times I saw
the project develop in a way that was different than I hoped. As I processed and
consulted others about the changes I came to realize that I was being held prisoner by my
dream. My developer—because he had bought into the vision—had taken my concept
much further than I wanted. Being open to something different turned out to be
invaluable. It was a great benefit that I did not immediately cut down the creativity of my
developer. In the end, I see that his contribution adds another layer of depth to the tool
that I imagined. Again, trust was the key component.

Some other aspects of our partnership that are worth noting:
 Be clear about the contract. Be clear about who owns what and the
arrangement going forward.
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Communicate regularly and in a variety of different ways. Take note of
the ways that the developer prefers to communicate.
Celebrate the progress of the project.
Get a group of first adopters who will beta test and experience the tool.
Challenge them, and use the developer to help you challenge the tool.
Know, going in to the project, that it will not end in the same place that
you think it will. Believe in your idea and be passionate about it, but
know that other people can make your great idea even better. Make sure
you’ve got the right people to make this a reality.

Developing a new tool for your project is exciting. These driving principles and other
points helped to make my partnership with a developer a wonderful success. Not only
were we able to produce something that exceeded my hopes, I gained an ally who has
invested in my project, believes in my project, and is willing to help make it a success.
This is what the collaborative process is about.
This isn’t to say that every aspect of the project was smooth or without obstacles.
Some of my initial must-haves quickly elevated my project beyond the budget. Working
with Jay to reset the goals was a crucial aspect where there was push back on both of our
ends. He was conversant in the technology that was readily available and I was pushing
him in order to continue to steer the project towards my desired product. Specifically, one
aspect of the functionality of the website was vital in my mind. I was working toward
combining some aspects of the interactions of LinkedIn with the social sharing of
Facebook. Ultimately, this portion is being saved for release 2.0. I was disappointed, but I
understood Jay’s pushback. In the end, while that extra functionality would have been a
nice addition, it is clear to me that it is on the peripheral of the overall project. Jay’s
wisdom prevented unnecessary headaches.
In the end, I don’t think I would have done much differently. There are certainly
aspects to the site that I would like to see included, especially a visual representation of a
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person’s faith web. But it was clear that my budget constraints placed this aspect outside
of the realm of possibility. Furthermore, because of Jay’s buy-in to the project, and the
effort he has put into the site, we are working together to find ways to make this format
and platform marketable to other entities and organizations. This plan will enable the
ongoing maintenance cost to be covered and allow for the possibilities of future
development of the tool.
Through this process I was also interested in developing a logo. In order to do
this, I solicited the help of 99designs.com. This crowdsourcing platform enables graphic
designers from around the globe to submit logo designs based on a design brief. In the
span of 2 weeks, for a reasonable flat fee, I had 17 graphic designers submit 104 designs.
I was able to give feedback, offer suggestions, and guide the designers with what I liked
or didn’t. I was also able to share samples of the top designs through social media to get
input from other people. In the end I selected two designs and had them combined to
create the logo for thefaithweb.org. Here is the design.
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